
  

 

 Akhas'si S'ifaatika ( Special Attributes)   

It is a small but very compact dua'a. The reciter asks for every thing he needs in this world, and will be 
in need of on the day of judgment. All pious religious scholars recite this dua'a at the time of tawaf of 
Ka-bah. The power of this dua'a is that you can have your complete needs in one dua'a :

 .In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful ِبْسِم ٱللَِّه ٱلرَّْحٰمِن ٱلرَِّحيِم

 
O Allah, (please do) send blessings to Muhammad 
and the Household of Muhammad Allah, in the name 
of your most special, in the name of the dignity of 
your exalted majesty, in the name of the greatness 
of your names, in the name of the purity of your 
prophets, in the name of the light of your chosen 
representatives, in the name of the blood shed by 
the martyrs in your cause, in the name of the ink 
used by the scholars of your purpose and plan, in 
the name of the prayers of the righteous and in the 
name of the invocations made by your servants 
leaving in resignation and asceticism, 

We beseech you for continuous addition in 
knowledge, freedom from sickness in the body, long 
duration of life spent in your obedience abundance 
in the means of livelihood, divine guidance to turn 
repentant unto you, before death, freedom from 
pain at the time of death, protection after death, 
light in the grave, escape from the hell, entry into 
the paradise and safety from all the evils of the 
world and from the chastisement in the hereafter, in 
the name and for the sake of Muhammad and his 
pure, purified and infallible progeny. 

 

TRANSLITERATION 

ILLAHI BI AKHASI SIFATIKA, WA BI EEZI JALALIKA, WA BI ADHAMATI ASMAIKA, WA BI ISMATI AN BIYAIKA, WA BI NOORI AULIYAIKA, 

WA BI D'AMI SHUHADAIKA, WA BI MIDADI ULAMAIKA, WA BI DUA'AI SULAHAIKA, WA BI MUNAJATI FUKARAIKA, 

NAS ALUKA ZIYADATAN FIL ILM, WA SIHATAN FIL JISM, WA TULAN FIL UMR FI TA'ATIKA, WA SA'ATAN FI RIZK, WA TAUBATAN 

KABLAL MAUT, WA RAHATAN INDAL MAUT, WA MAGHFIRATAN BA'ADAL MAUT, WA NOORAN FIL KABRI, WA NAJATAN MINA NAARI, 

WA DUKHULAN FIL JANATI, WA AFIYATAN MIN KULI BALAAI DUNYA, WA ADHABIL AKHIRATI, BIHAKI MUHAMADIN WA AHLI BATIHI 

TAYIBINA TAHIRIYNAL MA'ASUMINA. 
 


